Airbus opens first serial production facility for Zephyr High Altitude
Pseudo-Satellites
 Opening a new facility, building new crafts
 New Zephyr currently on its maiden flight
Farnborough, 16 July 2018 – Airbus Defence and Space has unveiled the new Zephyr S
HAPS (High Altitude Pseudo-Satellite) to the world at Farnborough Air Show this morning.
The Zephyr S is the first production aircraft of the Zephyr programme, previous Zephyr units
being Research and Development prototypes.
Zephyr is the world’s leading, solar–electric, stratospheric Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). It
harnesses the sun’s rays, running exclusively on solar power, above the weather and
conventional air traffic; filling a capability gap complimentary to satellites, UAVs and manned
aircraft to provide affordable and persistent local satellite-like services.
Named after the late Chris Kelleher, the inventor of Zephyr, the opening of production
facilities is part of a significant focus by Airbus on the Zephyr programme. The Kelleher
facility represents the first serial HAPS assembly line worldwide.
“Today represents a significant milestone in the Zephyr programme. The facility is home to
the world’s leading High-Altitude Pseudo Satellite and will be a showcase location, linking to
our operational flight bases around the world. The Zephyr S aircraft is demonstrably years
ahead of any other comparable system and I am beyond proud of the Airbus team for their
unrivalled success. Today we have created a new future for stratospheric flight”, said Dirk
Hoke, Chief Executive Officer of Defence and Space.
This programme milestone comes as the Zephyr aircraft is currently flying after having
departed for its maiden flight from Arizona, USA a few days ago. This flight is being
supported by both the UK and US governments and reflects the UK Ministry of Defence’s
position as the first customer for this innovative and potentially game changing capability.
This maiden flight of the Zephyr S aims to prove and demonstrate the aircraft capabilities,
with a landing date to be confirmed once the engineering objectives have been achieved.
Until today, the Zephyr aircraft has logged almost 1,000 solid hours of flying time.
Added Sophie Thomas, Head of the Zephyr programme at Airbus: “Firstly, I would like to
thank Defence Equipment & Support, the procurement arm of the UK MOD for their
continued support of the Zephyr programme. Zephyr will bring new see, sense and connect
capabilities to both military and commercial customers. Zephyr will provide the potential to
revolutionise disaster management, including monitoring the spread of wildfires or oil spills. It
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provides persistent surveillance, tracing the world’s changing environmental landscape and
will be able to provide communications to the most unconnected parts of the world.”
In future, Airbus will be flying Zephyr S from their new operating site at the Wyndham airfield
in Western Australia. This has been chosen as the first launch and recovery site for the
Zephyr UAV due mainly to its largely unrestricted airspace and reliable weather. The site will
be operational from September 2018.
Follow Airbus’ Zephyr maiden flight progress: Daily updates of this new flight will be
communicated every afternoon during the Farnborough Air Show live at the Airbus chalet, as
well as
- on twitter:@Airbusdefence
- on Instagram @Airbus_defence
- or by following #stratospheric
About the Airbus Zephyr Programme:
The original target mission of the Zephyr is to provide local persistence at an affordable price with a re-usable
solar-powered aircraft, providing a wide scope of applications, ranging for example from maritime surveillance and
services, border patrol missions, communications, forest fire detection and monitoring, or navigation. Operating in
the stratosphere at an average altitude of 70,000 feet / 21 kilometers, the ultra-lightweight Zephyr has a wingspan
of 25 meters and a weigh of less than 75kg, and flies above weather (clouds, jet streams) and above regular air
traffic, covering local or regional footprints.
Ideally suited for "local persistence" (ISR/Intelligence, Surveillance & Reconnaissance), the Zephyr has the ability
to stay focused on a specific area of interest (which can be hundreds of miles wide) while providing it with
satellite-like communications and Earth observation services (with greater imagery granularity) over long periods
of time without interruption. Not quite an aircraft and not quite a satellite, but incorporating aspects of both, the
Zephyr has the persistence of a satellite with the flexibility of a UAV. The only civil aircraft that used to fly at this
altitude was Concorde and only the famous military U2 and SR-71 Blackbird could operate at similar levels. The
Zephyr successfully achieved several world records, including the longest flight duration without refuelling (more
than two weeks, 14 days, nearly 340 hours, that is ten times longer than any other aircraft in the world), as well as
very high altitude flights (70,740ft/ 21 Kilometers).
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2017 it generated revenues of € 59 billion
restated for IFRS 15 and employed a workforce of around 129,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range
of passenger airliners from 100 to more than 600 seats. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker,
combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters,
Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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